JUUYO
Lorenza Bozzoli immortalize the soft shapes, graceful prints and vibrant colours that represent the essence of a sensual cultural heritage from the
Eastern world: the glamorous, poetic & witty Geisha figures and their earlier predecessors, the Juuyo.
Designer

Lorenza Bozzoli

Year of design

2012

Material

Glazed ceramics with decal inside

Additional

matching glazed ceramics canopy
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juuyo koi carp tattoo
The sweetest, most vibrant koi carp cuts itself a central position in the rounded shapes of the lamp
and glides through a stream of flowers, resembling a vivid tattoo and symbolizing courage & the will
to achieve great things. One of the most beloved symbols in Japan!

juuyo peach flowers
Soft, delicate peach flowers find their way into the heart of the lamp and steal a part of it to bloom
& protect its owner against the forces of evil. They bring renewal, beauty, youth and rebirth to
whoever is touched by the lamp's light. An ancient talisman against darkness…

detailing
White ceramics with textile cord
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technical CE - ENEC
E14 x 1
20 W MAX
Cable Length 4M (black textile)
10M cable available on request

Matching ceramic canopy

technical Mexico USA Canada Mexico
E12 x 1
20 W MAX
Cable Length 4M (black)
10M cable available on request

Matching ceramic canopy

expected availability Q4
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packaging
H 33CM | 12.0"
W 33CM | 12.0"
D 43CM | 16.9"
Colli 1/1
Product weight:
2KG | 4.4lb
With Packaging:
3.5KG | 7.71lb

cleaning instructions
Can be effectively cleaned using a regular household dust cloth or feather duster. Lightly dust inbetween each component when the lamps are not in
use. Moooi recommends always reading the label of any cleaning products you wish to use on or near any item from the Moooi collection. For
further information on how to clean this product please contact your nearest Moooi agent or dealer which can be located through our website.

dimensions
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